Increasing the Lifetime of Variable Displacement Vane Pump
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ABSTRACT. In this study, anodic oxidation method is applied to a flow-regulating valve and valve seat of the variable displacement vane pump with an aluminium body, which is used commonly in commercial vehicle steering systems. Then the lifetime of the pump is tested in a contaminated hydraulic fluid. After the lifetime tests, surfaces of the coatings are characterized with scanning electron microscope (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The thickness of the coating after the process is measured between 30 and 40 microns, and the hardness of the coating is between 360 and 440 Hv. This experiment proved that the resistance of the valve seat increased by between 30 and 40% after the coating process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vane pumps are hydraulic units which are used commonly in modern industry [1-3]. In particular, in the automotive sector, hydraulic steering systems are designed with vane pumps because of their silent operating properties. Vane pumps have more complex designs than other types of pumps. They work according to the principle that the wings carry hydraulic fluid in the rotor-stator group. These pumps, when used in vehicle systems, acquire the needed stimulation from the variable-speed motors. The pump has to have a flow-regulating valve in order to form the constant flow of hydraulics that a steering system needs [4-7]. High pressure, cycle, and flow cause the hydraulic fluid to become contaminated. This contamination leads to the wearing and degradation of the flow-regulating valve and valve seat. There has been various research to calculate and prevent this wearing [8-10], but no literature search shows that there has been a research examining the relation between lifetime and the coating applied to flow-regulating valves and valve seats. In some research, parameters such as coating characteristics, coating thickness, hardness, flow effect, base material effects are examined [11-17]. However, there was no research found that examined the relation between anodic oxidation coating and the performance of the pumps.

In this experiment, a flow-regulating valve seat and the valve bar are coated using the anodic oxidation method. Solutions for wear are examined, and increasing the lifetime of the pumps is targeted.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

2.1. Coating of the pumps

The chemical analysis of the eight pumps to be coated is determined by optic spectrometer and shown in Table 1 with the standard deviations. It is determined that vane pumps are manufactured with an alloy similar to AlSi10. A 3D solid model of the vane pumps to be coated is shown in Fig. 1. Before coating the flow-regulating valve and valve seat, pumps are cleaned in scrubber, then washed with ethyl alcohol and dried afterwards. Then, during the coating process, pumps are coated in 2 M H$_2$SO$_4$ solution at 10 °C, with a direct current of 8–8.5 A/dm$^2$ for 60 minutes. The voltage before ending the process was 65 V, and the current was 1.2–1.4 A/dm$^2$. To prevent temperature rise, water and ethyl glycol (1:1) are circulated around an electroplating bath. Eight pumps are coated during the process. Pumps 1, 2, 3 and 4 were cut and taken colt mounted in order to
determine the hardness, thickness, surface roughness and phase analysis. These samples are prepared with 320–2,500 SiC sandpaper, and polished with 1–3 µm diamond solution for the examinations. Pumps 5, 6, 7, 8 were subjected to a lifetime test. Also, in order to compare the lifetimes, pumps coded a, b, c, d are subjected to the same lifetime test, using contaminated fluid under the same conditions. The values are converted into graphical data.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of vane pumps coated by anodic oxidation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pumps</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>0.0681</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. 3D solid model cutaway view of coated flow-regulating valve and valve seat of the vane pump.

2.2. Testing pumps

After the coating process, the flow-regulating seat of the coated pumps is polished and the desired cylindricality and circularity are applied. Then the coated pumps are used together with other parts, in order to measure the changes in their performance. Coated pumps are operated at 1000 Rpm as shown in Fig. 2. A 25-litre external oil tank is used during the contaminated oil test. The oil used in this test is level 23, and prepared according to ISO 4406 [18] standards. SiO2 and Al2O3 abrasive particles, with average size around 10 µm, are added to the oil in a controlled manner, to prepare the test oil. During the test, in order to maintain the controlled abrasion of the flow-regulating valve and valve seat, a sliding bar was designed. This bar moved back and forth with the help of a pneumatic piston (1 second/cycle) during the test. Coated and non-coated pumps were removed from the test mechanism after 5 hours of operation. Then re-worked in clean oil at 1000 Rpm, and performance values were taken. During the test, the temperature of the contaminated oil was 75±5°C, and the system pressure was 10 bar. Pump test conditions are shown in Fig. 3.
3. RESULTS AND ARGUMENTS

3.1. SEM and EDS results

Fig. 4 shows the SEM image of vane pump with coated flow-regulating valve, after the polishing operation. As shown, the coating thickness is approximately 30 µm, and the coating surface seems smooth during polishing. No fracture or fissures are observed between coating and base material. It was a successful coating operation. Si particles in the base material can be seen clearly in the SEM image.
Fig. 4 shows the EDS results taken from the coating profile. The coating profile also contains sulphur, as well as oxygen and aluminium. The usage of sulphuric acid in the coating process may be the reason for this.

Fig. 5 shows the EDS results taken from the coating profile. The coating profile also contains sulphur, as well as oxygen and aluminium. The usage of sulphuric acid in the coating process may be the reason for this.

3.2. Micro-hardness results

Fig. 6 shows the micro-hardness values of 60 min. coated pump’s hardness. Hardness value of the pumps is between 360 Hv and 440 Hv. The matrix hardness of non-coated pumps is between 30 Hv and 105 Hv. The highest hardness values for base material were seen at intermetallic phases with rich silicon. The lowest hardness value for base material were seen at those sections where aluminium is the only phase. The changes as a result of coating thickness are shown in Fig. 7. It is determined that hardness value lowers outside the base material. The reason for this are the intermetallic phases in the A1Si10 alloy, and the density of oxidation canals formed during the coating process. [11,17]
3.3. Surface roughness measurement results

Surface roughness measurements were made by using a 5-µm radius tip, under a 10-milligram load, and scanning 15mm in 60 seconds. Measurements were repeated 5 times for each pump. Average roughness values after anodic oxidation coating are shown in Fig. 8. It is determined that roughness increased after coating process. Roughness values before coating were between 0.3 and 0.5 Ra, but after the process, the values measured between 3.20 and 3.60 Ra. It is determined that oxidation canals, formed during coating process and the growth characteristic of growing coating surface, affect the surface roughness. Fig. 9 shows the surface roughness values after operating for 25 hrs in contaminated oil. Average surface roughness values of both coated and non-coated pumps are increased. This increase is even greater on non-coated pumps. Also, because of the deformation in pumps, error bars of Ra surface roughness increased. This increase is even greater on non-coated pumps.
3.4. Lifetime test results of the pumps

Pumps were removed from the test system with contaminated oil after 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 hrs. Then they were operated in the test system with clear oil at 1000 rpm. This process applied to both coated and non-coated pumps, and performance changes in Figs. 10–13 were determined. A reducing valve was used to pressurize the system during measurement. Fig. 10 shows the flow value of a pump operated in contaminated oil for 5 hours. Fig. 11 shows the flow value of a pump operated in contaminated oil for 10 hours. It is determined that the flow value of coated and non-coated pumps changed in a similar way because of the effect of pressure. Fig. 12 shows the flow values of the pumps operated in contaminated oil for 15 hours. The flow rate of non-coated pumps decreased depending upon the increase in pressure. This indicates that the
flow-regulating valve and valve seat are damaged. The flow rate decrease is smaller with coated pumps. This means, deformation at the flow-regulating valve and valve seat is less.

Fig. 13 shows that flow rate under pressure decreases in direct proportion to longer operation hours. It is determined that flow values in a lifetime test in contaminated oil do not change much in a non-pressurized environment. However, in a pressurized environment the flow rate decreases rapidly, in direct proportion to the increase in pressure. This indicates that other parts, such as rotor-stator and palettes, are not affected too much by the abrasion in contaminated oil. These parts are made of steel material which is rich in carbon (100Cr6), and their surfaces are hardened by heat treatment.

Figure 10. Flow values of coated and non-coated pumps after operating for 5 hrs in contaminated oil.

Figure 11. Flow values of coated and non-coated pumps after operating for 10 hrs in contaminated oil.
3.5. Macroscopic examination results

Pump 7 coated with the anodic oxidation method, and non-coated pump b were cut for macroscopic examination. Fig. 14 shows the valve seat of both pumps. It is clear that the valve seat of non-coated pump b is deformed, and there are multiple scratches. On the other hand, deformations and scratches are not so obvious on coated pump 7.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flow-regulating valves and valve seats of pumps made of AlSi10 alloy are coated using the anodic oxidation method. The coating thickness after coating process is measured between 30 and 40 μm. Coating thickness at silicon rich zones is 3–5 μm less than other zones. Surface roughness value is increased after coating. It is considered that oxidation canals, formed during coating process, have an effect on this increase. After anodic oxidation method, the micro-hardness value of the coating is measured at around 400 Hv. It is determined that the hardness value of the coating lowers outside the base material. After the tests, it is determined that pumps with a coated flow-regulating valve and valve seat have, on average, a 30% longer lifespan than non-coated pumps.
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